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T' w Total Temperature

79 U Effective Gas Temperature

L a Length

h a Fl)m. Coefficient

k a Thermal Conductivity

3 * Surface Area

A * Crous-Sscticona3. Akrea

-Emiahivity

aStephan-Boltzmann Constaknt

N * Mach Numober

I ~ ~ a Recovryaactporn tt~pC

Su~bgcri~itsidcad3

C - conduction, conv-n)ction (;s2 context)

indicate
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wall

radiation

s shield

o =static

r recovery, radiation (see context)

p probe
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There is reasaon to belilavu thatthermo4-ouples cur-

rently in use on missile and aircraft installations, for

measuring air temperatures (in the approximate range 700 F -

200 0 F) in the vicinity of radiant heat sources, are not

optimum from the standpoint of accuracy, uniformity,

complexity, and structural properties. Specifically,

thermocouples presently used extensively on B-62 test stand

programs and on F-89 engine bay cooling programs are suspected

of being seriously in error and diverse in performance.

Th* objectives of the present test are twofold: (I)-

to compare the air temperatures measured by thermocouples

now in use with temperatures mea-a-rd by a reference

"standard" taken to be measuring-1 true" air temperature;

(A1) to compart the readings of several varities of

themocouplawith readings obtained from the specimens

above, and With the standard, in an effort to ascertain

the optimum instrument,

The emphavi; in the present investigation, then, is

on cempariqon, in order to rank the specimens in order of

increasing accuracy, where accuracy is defined as the

difference botv•iext -ecWn- reading and standard reading

for a particular operating condition, or "fix". It was

anticipated that the data gathered in compliance with

!I
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the first-named objective above could be used for cor-

recting the temperature readitng of thermocouples

presently in use; however, such a procedure should be

used with reservation, and only when it is impractical

to install more accurate thermocouples and repeat a

given test.

Once an optimum instrument is chosen, the calibra-

tion of a few random amples of the specimen will give

a measure of the quality control.

In conformity with the objectives, the following

spcz-imens were tested:

(i) and (2): Two sample 1 in. long, single-shield,

specimens (Figure 4S)

(3): One 2 in. long, aingle-shield, specimen

(Figure 4B)

(4): One 2 in. long, double-shield, specimen

(Figure 4C)

One 2 in. long, triple-shield, specimen

(Figure 4D)

(ne Revere Corporation thermocouple -

a 1-1/4 in. long triple shield specimen

with encapsulated junction. (Reference

Revere TK2702F Modification by NAI ETD

#702369, pg. 2, item, 12)

(7): One bare theoznocoupJ1e (Photo pg. 72 ) A A
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(8) and (9): Two sample "ulnbrella" - shield specimens (Figure 4A)

currently in use on F-89 engine bay cooli.ng programs.

The shield r~t ia -a! itese tubing; the elements

are Iron- Constantan with silver-soldered junctions. Photographs

of the specimens are shown on pg,71 ,- 74.

Ab the test pro&ressed, i.t becare evident that some room

was left for improvement; accordingly, the following additional

specirmens were designed and tested:

(10): One sample 2 in. x 2 in. flat umbrella-shield specimen

(Figure 4E)

(11): Same as (10) but with insulation and aluminum foil over

top of shie.ld.

(12): One sample 2 in. long inner-3 in. long outer-shield

specimen (Figure 4G).

(13): Same as (1.2) but with Venturi-shaped inner shield (Figure

4F)

The temperaturo-sensing element is the same as for the

vamples (1) through (9) above, but the shield material is aluminum.

Photographs of the specimens tested are shown on pages

The temperatures measured by these specimene were compared

to that measured by a double-shielded aspirated ther'ocouple

which wag used ae n otandard. The t~est chamber used (Figure 5

and photos pg. 70 ) was dimensioned so aa to simulate conditions

extant in the engine bay, and several representative flow and

hot iwTall conditions were considered. - -
V I - i - "• -II _ _I_.. .. __ _ _I_-__ _ _ _i__ _II_ _._"-_"_
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j CONCLUSIONS

Strictly speaking, the performance of the various

specimens is limited to the present experimental con-

figuration, (Reference 10), but there is little reason

to believe that the order of increasing accuracy dis-

covered here would actually bo reversed for a different

test chamber geometry. Furthermore, while the inaccuracy

is not the same function of flow and hot wall conditions

for each specimen, the overall test results suggest the

following ranking, in order of increasing accuracy

(numbering refers to that assigned to specimenw under

"Statement of Problem", above):

(9) < (2) < (7) <(l) <(8) <(6) -ý (3) w (4) <(1O)<(ii) <W1) <15) <(12)

The actual test results are shown in tho graphs ocf Figures 2.

Two striking result& are immediately apparent from

the above arrangement: (a) The difference in the per-

formance of samples of, presumably, the same specimen,

e.g., thermocouples (1) and (2) and, particularly, (8)

and (9); (b) The approxitrataly equal performance of such

geometrically disaimilir specimens as (3), (4), and (6).

As was suspected, the thermocouples now in use are

reading much too high, and the data of Figure 2F, or

| I
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Table I which showe the range of applicability

S(spec zmen-meaaured _oir t=. 'po ura) bhould bo used
to "correct" the readings obtained in the peat with

these inatruments.,

The results lFigures 2H) from one of the niewly

designed instruments, specimen number (12), with the

3 in. long outer, 2 in. long inner, aluminum shields

(Figiure 4G) are very encouraging. This inatrument

funnctions every bit as well as the more cumbersome

standard in the presence of a hot wall radiant source

as high as 900'F when the air temperature is in the

vicinity of 7?0Q- 90'F, and the flow is in the vicinity

of 48 .lb - min, 1 ft -2. For a somewhat lower flow, 19

lb - min"I - ft 2, this instrument measured 101 above

the standard for a hot wall of 900'F and air temperature

in the vicinity of 80' - IlO0ýF. At still lower flows

(9.6 lb - min"I - ft"2 ) the error is somewhat greater,

the specimen reading 14"F above the standard for both a

700 F and ;. 9000 hot wall.- dr sero main air flow

this instrLment reads 85'F above the standard for a hot

wall at 900'F, 49°F above the standard for a hot wall

at 700'F, and 27"F above the standard for a W0OOF hot

wall. Even so, it will be noted that this double-shield

specimen performs considerably better than any other

specimen tested for all flow and hot walll conditivns_
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considered (CIf Figures 2L and H). It is interesting to

note that whereas the elope (irt.pretod as the rate ofi

change of "error" with hot wall temperature) of most of

the curves increases with increasing hot wall tempera-

nure, in the caea of both this double-shield and the•

triple-shield specimens it decreases with increasing hot

wall temperature in the moderate to low flow ranger4.
The affect of flow orientation on this double-shield *

instrument is shown on Figures 3Q, R, S and T.

The consideration of an "uunbrella" shield themo-_

couple, which a perfunctory thermodynamic analysis

indicates to be subject to great error, is justified in

the desire for a device that is insensitive to flow

orientation. The umbrella-shield specimens are indeed

less sensitive to the air flow vector, but the steeper

slope of the curves, signifying greater intrinsic

error, exaggerates any differences as shown on Figures 3.

The flat umbrella-shield thermocouples (Figure 4E) were

designed in in effort to overcobv the etfect of shield

curvature, which modifica the air flow pattern over the

junction as orientation is changed. An additional

advantage of the flat Lhield ia that it precludes the

possibility of radiation being focused on the junction

by the shield. The instrument designed, particularly
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the insulated-shield apecimen.. p jomnre- favor.bly

(Figure 2?) with the better of the curved-umbrella-

V shield specimens (Spec. 8) now in use and has the

added advantage of being less sensitive to flow

orientation (Figures 3 Ms N, 0, and P) and of

requiring less care in manufacture. However, the

decreased flow-orientation sensitivity is not felt

to be of sufficient significance to warrant this

instrument's use (especially in view of its

greater inherent inaccuracy) in deference to the

completely shielded instrument.

Thermodynamic considerations indicate that the

various specimens should read "truer" at high flows

and such is indeed the case. Figure IA, for

example, indicatet that it would be fairly safe

to assume that above about 100 lb. min-, - ft"2

and a hot wall radiant source Lt 9004F, the devia-

tions among the various apecimena, as well as the

deviations of each specimen from "true" air tempera-

ture, will not be significant. Figures I are

included merely to indicate the nature of the

dependence of temperature reading on flow and

IU
I__________________i
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do not give a tr-ue picture of tke ±naccuracy.

The points along a given ordinate represent

different "fixes", e.g., at 12 lb - min- 1 ft 2 and

a 900'F hot wall the reading of the curved-

umbrella specimen is referred to the upper curve

Saof the atandard whereas the 2 in. single-shield

spocimen refers to the lower curve (Table 1 8

For the sake of clarity not all of the specimens

are shown on these graphs.

Since the hot wall could not be maintained at

a uniform temperature throughout, the temperatures

near the center of the hot wall were adJusted to

500', 700', and 900'? for the various runs

(Reference 10). Some typical temperature distri-

butions are shown in Table 1.

A calibration test was run by simultaneously

immersing all the specimens in a bath of Dow Corning

#710 Fluid,_ At bath tmperaturea of 70F, 150'SF,

and 212UF (as measured by a morcury-irn-glass

1 'therm•meter) all the specimens read within one or

I two degrees of one another, and no specitten gave

a temperature differing by more than 3' from that

indicated by the thermometer.

"-.
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; .1CRITICAL CONDITIONS

Tho following T±ixeS" were ased as being representa-

tive of conditions for which application of the thermo-

couple is contemplated:

48 lb-min- ft 2 ; turbulent flow; hot wall 500-, 700'F, and 900F (1)

19 " Ii.. "

9.6 " 1, .i fl Il U, ,

0 flow; hot wall 500', 700', and 900'F

The aspirated air flows for the standard (reference)

thermocouple are as foliowe:

20 lb-hr- 1 for 900'F hot wall, zero flow

l& " M 700"F .

16 "r 500F " " Il

14 " with flow, for all hot wall temperatures.

Under theme conditions, the standard was taken

to bo measuring "truti air temperature.

Note (1) As mentioned under "conclucion" above, these

temperatures refer to the center of the hot wall,

immediately above the specimen and standard.

" 1-7 .
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TThe paramount assumption in the pieaent investiga-.

tion is that the reference standard,. which Iy a double,

shield aspirated thermocouple (Figure 6) gives a true

indication of the air temperature.

The idea of an aspirated thermocrouple is an old

one, dating back as early as 1887 in a model used by

1R. Assman (Reference 1); it soon became an established

means of temperature measurement in Germany, and, at

one time, imported models sold for $300.00 in this

country.

The inatrulment used in the present test is quite

simllar to Assiants early model and operates on the

same principle (Reference 5). Thermocouples in the

vicinity of radiant sources will be at a higher

temperature than the surrounding air, provided that

the air is at a lower temperature than the radiant

source, due to, the radiation incident ,on the thermo-

couple (I'. In the converse case, where hot air is

flowing through a cool duct, the thermocouple will

register a lower temperature than that of the air

since it looses heat, via radiation, to the cooler

walls (References 2 and 3). By increasing the

Note (1. For a[l practical purposes, air may be considered trans-

parent to, this radiation; it therefore becomas he-at._i by-n ct inc-- 1
£i ~ te ~ ¶~ilw_____
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velcit ofthe air over the unction.. the Nussel1,

modulusrandr thae the rate of could measue. Theat 1rhere-

I ias i bncreae sorehats th e tepeaurte ofathe juct.ornea

approachkesof tihe a urtempeaathre, EachInctemn in aprached

vfeloctyr will reourldttal~Ibh in adcrementsi.h erprtr

reitheredeo by e2aor the teoup ntlabv point is eathet

ot the~c futhedrd indreaste, nfo pr leadt ~ ito8nto chandge

aspi)raedair~ 3f lowacrereateombling one lbranch o-

deOcrese hot weal.) thi praur dmey not 'bliae the lowes

teaaaue h ntumn-ol mainisur. Thus whr-
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I the Utility of~ the present in1Vestiati1On WhOSQ pr-imary

j among a group of spacimens whoaa perLformnancea were

compared. For this reaeonj, ýthe curves (,Figure 2ý1) are

Pnot extended below t'he absciseaa In other words, having

chomen a standard., it would be inclompatible with the

thermodynamics of the present situation (radiant source

and c~ooler air) to, draw a graph indicating that a

certain numbor of~ degrees are to be added to the reading

of~ the ap0 eiwe 3 !or &a noted abo~ve) it is pcasible

for the aspirated therm~ocoupl.e to read sa.ightly above

the true a~ir temperature because of the asymptotic

nature of'its temperature ve air flow curve.

An additional aau~mption, thoug~h it would seem~ f'rom

ayx~etry c~onsiderations to be a very reasonable one, is

th~at the specimen and the aspirated thermocoupl~e each

measure t~he same things i.e., a~ir at thie som~e tem~perature

and under roughl~y equ~al flo~w cornditions. Fx.rtherrr ore,

the apaimen and ean-dard are regarded aas being ins

coeentially, the iaaze envir'omnent from a radiation and

over-all £f.ov, pattern standrointl
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RECOVM;,YnDATIONS

it ls recomiondod that the use of all umbrella-shield

thermocouples be di~continuedo TampEratures formerly recorded

by these instruments and used in current analyses should be

corrected by interpolating between the two samples tested

(Figure 2F), though the use of such a correction procedure

is discouraged as noted in Reference (3).

Use of the 2 in. long inner, 3 in. long outer aluminum-

shield specimsn (Figure 4G) is recomended; these devices

should be used for instrumentation requiring the m6nsurement

of air temperatures i' the vicinity of radiant heat sources

and air flows in the range covered by these tests.

Three or four random samples should be chosen from a

group of these specimens in order to obtain a measure of the

dispersion, or scatter, in their accuracy. It is essential

that reasonable care be exercised to assure a uniform product

os attnted to by the wide discrepancies noted above between

samples of the saxe specimen. Whether a correction, using

graphs such as Figure 2H, is to be applied to the readings

obtain•ed: týitJh th-0: in-tw-nt -ay be -left to the discretion

of the engineer in charge. It is believed, however, that the

accuracy of this type of instrument is adequate for the tests

and heat tranmfer anelyaca conducted on engine bays, although

it may bt desirable to apply a correction for flow orientation, I
using the curves of Figures 3Q, 3R, 3S and 3T.

U - . . .. . -.. . . .
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ANALYSIS

Reports dealin~g with the Jzaiproesnt of ap

te.mperatures are legion ('Referen6e 4). However, noI

previous work in the nature of the present study seemse

to have been undertaken.

r~ note~d in all these report~s, the exact measure-

menit of~ air temperatures is hindered by the many in-

accuraciea inheren~t in this type o~f mzeasurement. These

errors,, whil.e they cannot ble eliminated In their

entirety, may, ho~we-,er, be rvtr~dred much lesgi effective

(Referencea 6 and 7). Among the m~ore influential

factors cont~ributing to the error of measurement the

foll.owing masy be snirAled out as deserving splecial

considerat ion:

Conduction. Aror; If the thermocou~pile is attached

to a surface at. a lower (or hMgher) tamp-orature

than the air stream, heat will be conducted away

from (or to,) the Junction along the theriocou~ple

leads lto tor frmz) -th6 co-oler (or -hotte~)rurface

with the reoult that the therm~ocouple Junction

will. read, too high (or too, low). This *ffect can

be reduced (a) by decreasi.ng the wire diamoter~1 )

Note -ýJ; Other thin~gs being equa]., a reduction Fr'OS 9 U tu Z2 Ga

in th~e leads of a. bare thermo~coupl.e resulted. in an increase in

measured air temperature from~ 1850"F to 1.950"F (the latter being

ai~ tm~ertu~'1.- af~A ~iAle.
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(b) by insulating the wire from the point of

attachment., and (c) by exposing a section of

thim hare wire, loading a-wdy from the junction,

to the air stream; the latter procedure helps

to maintain the junction at air temperature by

keeping the conduction path leading from the

junction near air temperature. The conduction

error may be evaluated from

' •, TV1-- T
(T1 - T)c T (1)

cosh (UL)

( where T = Total temperature (Theoretical value)

Ti Indicated total temperature (Ti > T)

T Wall temperature (Tw Ti > T...

L Immersed length of probe.

and,

k kA (1a)

where h Surface coefficient ("Film coefficient")

of heat transfer.

. .k =Thermal-conductivity of probe material.

S Surface Area of probe.

A - Cross-sectional area of probe.

(Mal

o . . ... _ _ _
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From Equation (1) it follows that the conduction

error is directly proportimAnl to tho difference

between the temperature of the gas and the

temperature of the wall inwhich the probe is

mounted and inversely proportional to the length

of the probe. Furthermore, it is seen that the

error becomes smaller with increasing m (Equation

ia), i.e., when the surface coefficient of heat

transfer is large, and when the thermal conduc-

tivity and cross-sectional area of the probe

are small.

Radiation ErorL Thermocouples, in the presence

of radiant sources at a temperature above that

of the surrounding air, receive heat directly

from the radiating source (air being transparent

to this radiation) and hence will be at a

temperature above that of the air. wo neans

of combating this problem are: (a) Shielding

the junct.ion from tihc radiant; source using

one or more shields (b) Increasing the velocity

of the air over the Junction which has the

effect of increasing the Reynolds' modulus which,

at a given temperature (constant Prandtl modulus),
1'!
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increases the Nueselt modulus; thus more heat

is convected away from the junction (or towards

the junction if the latter happens to be below

air temperature) with the result that it approxi-

mates the air temperature more closely. The

thermometric error, (Ti - T)R, due to radiative

heat exchange between the sensing element and

the aurroundings, for a temperature probe with

one radiation shield and a surface area of the

sensing element small compared with the surface

area of the shield, is given by

h ~100 4

where C- = Stephan-Boltzmann constant

- Emissivity of the temperature

sensing element

h - Surface coefficient of heat transfer

from the sensing element to the gas.

T, T?, -daT 6  - The total temperature of the gas,

the indicated temperature of the

probe, and the temperature of

the radiation shield, respectively.

II
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E\ Squation (2) shows that, in order to reduce

the radiation error, the emissivity of thR

sensing element should be low (this is one

resaon for silver-soldering the Junction),

that the surface coefficient of heat transfer

should be large, and that the temperature

difference between the element and the radiation

--shield should be small; this is cometimes

accomplished by iurrounding the inner shield

with one or more outer shields. Interposing

on* shield between a radiating body and its

wswrroundings will reduce-the radiation by one-

half, or to 1/(n + 1) of the value without

ishields, for approximately stagnant air

((Reference 2) and to about 1/2n with flowing

air (leference 3). where n io the number of

shields.

.reDact_ Agd friction graort These effectS cause

the thermocouple to read too higho, Frictio.i, -

in the boundary layer adjacent to the junction*

will cause the boundary layer to assume a

taphrature somewhat higher than free stream

and the compressibility effects will do likewise.

( The compressibility effects are accounted for

! L
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in the expression

T/To 2 2 ÷ (3)

"where M . Mach number

Ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv

T Total temperature

To Static temperature

The fact that the: gas at the probe surface has

a temperature greater than free stream 'temperature,

TO, (and lower than-T) is taken into account by

defining a "recovery factor,"

r (Tr - To)/(T - TO), (4)

where To < T <T and Tr is called the recovery

temperature. As seen by Eq. ('4,), r is a measure

of the fraction of the difference between T and T0

by wbich the sensllg element inereases in tempera-

ture due to the conversion of kinetic energy into

heat energy. At the low flowa herein considered,

this source of error may be neglected in comparison

with the radiation and conduction errors.

In summary, the temperature assumed by the thermo-

couple is characteristic of a steady state in which the

!oF
. I_ • " "-- [ III IJ..... -
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rate of heat transfer from the surroundings to the a

junction, via radiation, is equalj to the rate of hoat

transfer £LQ the junction to the surroundings via

convection and conduction.

Assuming that the conduction error is made negligible

by proper insulation, etc., then, in steady state,

QR "(5)

i.e., the radiated heat in equals the convected heat

out. Furthermore,

Qcn hc Ap (Tp - Tg), DTU/hr (6)

and
QC c-7( A a (A F T 4 ) BTU/hr (7)

P P a P

It is more convenient to put the latter equation into

a form similar to that for convective heat transfer;

thus,

. hr A. - Bh/hr (8)

For this case, the radiative heat transfer coefficient,

hr; can be computed, with only negligible error for

TT " . .. I -- ' " II _ I II I I II . I I I -- - • " |
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most practical application, from

r - -(--)ii . 4 Q (T,; *9

2

The dependence of this coefficient, on the cube of the

average absolute temperature (instead of the 4th power)

is merely a matter of convenience in calculation and may.

be uied where a fairly constant temperature difference

and a varying absolute temperature may be assumed

(ReT~P3 ~2~5).4

Combining the &bove equations gives a measure of

the -error -of tho probe in tems of the temperature

difference between the wallo and the gas.,

Error, Tp - Tg . hr (Tw" T

hr hc

5 Error, S -. o00 (10)

TW T r l hc/hr)

where A- Probe area, ft 2

?. Fa - Geometric factors for radiation

hc C Convective heat transfer coefficient,

BU/hr-ft2 ,F

hr - Radiative heat transfer coefficient,

"BTU/hr-f±t 2 'F

I II I II I III _ I - I IL .Ii I A !
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"T Effoctive gas temperature ( -tatic

temperature plus recovery factor times

"total minus static)

Average wall temperature for radiation Tw

(a complex quantity consisting of a

combination of shape factors and wall

temperatures)

E Total radiant emittance

- Stephan - Boltzmann Constant

The above development is taken from Reference 3 with minor

changes to fit the present situation.

Equation (10) clearly brings out the fact that, if

the convective heat tranefer coefficient is extremely

large compared to the radiative heat transfer coefficient,

the per cent error approaches zero, i.e., probe temperature

equals gas temperature. On the other hand, If the radiation

is extremely high, the error approaches 100%, i.e., probe

temperature equals wall temperature.

Equation (10) also shows that as long as the radiation

is not zero and there Is a ,difference between gas and wall

temperature, even if no other sources of error are present,

the probe temperature can never equal the gas temperature.
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Turning to the results of the present test, the

marked improvement in going from a 1 in. long single- -

shield specimen to a 2 in. long single-shield specimen

(CF Figures 2A and B) is attributed to a change in "shape

factor". Due to the shortness of the former ehield, the

thermocouple Junction "sees" some of the radiating wall

directly, out through the ends of the shield; the longer

shield, on the latter specimen, "shades" the junction

better.

Reasons that would account for the large discrepancy

between the two samples of the 1 in. long single-shield

specimen (,Figure 4) are not readily apparent. Visual

examination did disclose some differences between the

two samples, but the major difference, that the junction

of the better sample (speciien ý'I) was almost twice

as large as that of the poorer sample, argues for a

discrepancy the reverse ofthat actually observed. That

is, specimen #2 (with the smaller junction) should have

been the more accurate. Such an anomaly (and others) is

not peculiar to the present investigation, however, as

noted in Referenco (3). What complicates matters further,

in the case of the 2 samples above, is that the insula-

tion was found to have worked its way out of the shield

3..
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support (2) of sample #1 (it ie not known at which

point of the investigation this, ccurred), and the fact

that its stez, (i.e., shield support) is 1.l4 in. long

as compa red to sample #2-the stem of which is 1.01 in.

long.

S~The fact that the 2 in. long double-ehield specimen

, ~(Figure 40) is not a material improvement over the 2 in.

ilong single shield specimen (,gf Figures 2S and C) may

Swell be due to the fact that the inner shield is not

[ completely shaded from radiation. Geometric consider&-

tions, which demonstrate that a strip at each and of

the inner shield Bees the radiating wall directly, lend

credence to this view.

As regards the two sample umbrella-shield specimens

iSpects a and 9; ýLf Figure 4A), the only conspicuous

difference between them is that the worse sample (Spot.#9)

has a more sharply curved shield which, possibly, focused

the radiation in the vicinity of the Junction. Measure-

i merit dt•closee that the diem (shield support) of the

poorer sample (Spec. #9) is 1.50 in. long while that of

the better sample (Spec. #8) is 1.58 in, •long.

It was in an effort to exclude the possibility of

focusing, as well as to inhibit the change in air flow
ga~ttrn accomgan~ing a change in specimen orientation,

Mote (2)• -. ig seems to be a tommon couipaianT agali-VUte s o----'

Sauereisen #7 paste. The other sapsi-mens cont-irned a coiemdc insula-•j
Sstem honnd -W•-• m- reta' bond #2021. . ....-,P in tese ~-n

OI E.. . . : - Il - _' "-
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that the flat umbrella-shield specimen (Figure 4E) was

evolved.

At worst, a half-ahield wou-rd seem to afford half

as much protection against radiation. This is not so

much due to the fact that the point of attachment, being

heated by the radiant source, will be at a higher than

air temperature (and thus radiate directly to the un-

protected "bottom" of the instrument) as it is due to

the fact that the "bottom" of the instrument will be

unprotected from reflected radiation. The amount of

radiation reflected from surfaces near the thermocouple

is not so much dependent on the temperature of the

surfaces as it is on their reflectivities or emissivities.

The relatively poor performance (Figure 2G) of the

Revere instrument (Photo p. 74) was anticipated from

its construction. Previous work (Reference 2) indicates

that when the inter-shield spacing is reduced below a

certain minimum value the several shields act as a unit,

i.e., offer no more protection than a single shield. This

would eeem to follow from the fact that heat conduction

along the Interahield supporting struts will be greater

the shorter they are (also the thicker they are, and

the more numerous - factors that seem to have been over-

looked in the construction of the present instrument).

i
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Furthermore, since both the viscosity and conductivity

of air increase with temporaturw, 8ume contribution

to the increase in trvr with smaller spacing is

probably made by the retarded convective heating in

the annular passages and by heat conduction between

the shields.

The Northrop triple-shield specimen (Figure 4D),

though the shields were not polished (The Revere

instrument had highly polished shiields), performed

considerably better (as shown by the data of Figure 2D.)

4i Since an investigation such as the present one

could be continued almost indefinitely, assessing the

effects of varying factor after factor, it was felt

that a more profitable line of attack would consist

in an outright attempt to design a good instrument

based on theory tempered with the facts discovered

above. Thus, an instrument was evolved which

differs in several essential respects from any heretofore

considered: shield material, size and geometry, and

method of inter-shield support.

Of the four new specimens constructed (Figures

4E F & G and Photos rp.71,73)the best results were

achieved with a 3 in. long outer, 2 in. long inner
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aluminum shield specimen (Figure 4G), the inner shield

being attached to the outer with two slender threaded

screws, This double-shield instrument performed

considerably better than either of the triple-shield

specimens considered, as illustrated by Figures 2H, G,

and D.

Aside from the fact that aluminum cannot be silver

soldered nor welded readily, the use of screws as a

shield support has the added advantage That the threads

act as minute fins and reduce the amount of heat con-

ducted from the outer to the inner shield. Limiting the

supports to two screws further reduces the area available

for heat transfer by conduction from outer to inner shield

and should give sufficient rigidity for the use contem-

plated. The use of aluminum, instead of the usual

stainless steel shields, is dictated by the fact that

alurinum, even when oxidized, has an emissivity only

about 25 per cent that of stainless steel. The nearly

universal acceptance of stainless steel shields may be

traced to the precedent established in a long line of high

gas temperature studies (such as obtained in slag-bearing

gases in pulverized-coal-fired, or oil fired furnaces)

and is uncalled for in applications such as the present

I
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one where the air temperatures are not expected to go

much beyond 2O"OF. Extending thA outer shield bOyond

the inner will have the effeet, noted previously, of

keeping more of the inner shield "in the shade". A I in.

long inner, 2 in,. long outer shield specimen might per=

form as well (this would have to be ascertained experi-

mentally), but it was not tried due to the marked

improvement noted above in going from a 1 in. long

single-ahield to a 2 in. long single specimen.

As mentioned previously, strictly speaking, the

results of the prealent test apply only in the present

test rig. However, there is little reason to believe

that the best instrument in the present experimental

set-up will not also be the best instrument outside of

it; though this instrument may not perform as well in

a given installation, the performance of the other

specimens, it is anticipated, will be still worse.

At any rate, it is desirable to use the best instrument

in the light of what is known and assume it will Still

be best in an unknown situation when evidence to the

contrary is lacking.

Objections to the use of the umbrolla-6hield speci-

mens have already been dealt with above. Their greater
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over-all inaccuracy is depicted in Figure 2J.

!t was felt that constricting the inner shield

near ýhe thermocouple junction (Figure 4F) would

have the desirable effect of promoting the convective

heat transfer from the junction as a result of

increased aitr velocity.' Such an instrument (Figure 4F)

was constructed to assess the amount of improvement,

if any. Unfortunately this modification resulted in

a less accurate instrument (Figure 4I1,. Thrie of the

51 strands on each thermocouple w.re had been ramoved

* linto a Junction, which should have resulted in a more

accurate instrument, so that, evidently, constricting

the inner shield has a more deleterious effect than

brought out by the present data.

1A
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